it and spends most of her time travelling on the continent because the damp house is not fit for her, a fragile woman, to live in
in the Darwinian framework. She, too, is destined not to live in the house as she is shot to death by her ex-lover. De Stancy
Castle in A Laodicean burns to ashes with its ancestral portraits. Furthermore some ancient families have become extinct in
Hardy’s novels as, for instance, an ancestral mansion house informs us of the fate of the d’Urbervilles family. A few
examples like these show clearly that Hardy does not think the dominant class to be trustworthy. This may reflect the general
domestic situation in England from 1870s onwards when England got into depression and the upper class became a target of
criticism.
What Hardy regards as a reliable inheritor of England is skilled village workers and farmers, male or female, as the scene of
the Sheep Shearing Barn, a figurative country house, eloquently represents in Far From the Madding Crowd although we may
want to add professional classes to this. Yet these pastoral inheritors above are robbed of their comfortable homes in Hardy’s
later novels as Tess and Jude exemplify. In the two novels no genuine country house is described. What is offered as
possible substitute homes for Tess and Jude are Stonehenge, Oxford with Cardinal College and perhaps Railway Stations, a
symbol of modernity. We will discuss whether the replacements really function as English homes.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the significance of the declining country houses in Hardy’s novels and how Englishness in Hardy has changed with regard to the concept of home over the course of years. This paper deals with The Woodlanders, Far From the Madding Crowd, Tess of the d’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure.
3. Tyleen Kelly (University of California, Berkeley): “The Thousand Natural Shocks and Loving-Kindness”
In Thomas Hardy’s The Dynasts [1904/1906/1908] the ‘Spirit of the Pities’ expresses untiring hope in the human powers of
loving-kindness to affect the Universal Will above: “…though Its [the Universal Will’s] consciousness/May be estranged,
engrossed afar, or sealed,/Sublunar shocks may wake Its watch anon” (I.I. iv). Later in his “Apology” preceding the miscellany
Late Lyrics and Earlier [1922], Hardy warns readers of “the chance little shocks that may be caused over a book of various
character like the present and its predecessors by the juxtaposition of unrelated, even discordant, effusions; poems perhaps
years apart in the making, yet facing each other.” This paper investigates Hardy’s revealing impression of shocks: as marks of
vitality and well-timed human potential on the one hand, and as mechanisms of self-negation and disintegration on the other;
as sharp truths mollified by verse that would have been harshly criticized if in prose, and as a hoped-for response from his
readers engaging in mixed forms and anachronistic order.
Hardy imagines this figurative force as not only affective but electromagnetic in nature, during a period that was implementing electrical power on a global scale. In his work, shocks pass from one generation to another, yet are free from Darwinian
theories of heredity. They course between states of being and unbeing, and fuse together the pious and profane. The last of
these three behaviours also has a fascinating architectural counterpart (mentioned in Hardy’s verse) in the misericord: a
‘mercy-seat’ installed in medieval and later churches whose underside often exhibited iconoclastic and pagan carvings (the
term ‘loving-kindness’ having evolved from the Latin misericordia). This ecclesiastic construction acts as an allegory to certain
components of shock in Hardy’s imagination, and instantiates the fitting complexity of a distinctly human power in the spiritual
architecture of the universe.
4. Professor Fran Chalfont (University of West Georgia) ‘"Urban, Nautical, but Still Wessex”: Hardy and the City of
Southampton’.
My paper will focus on Hardy and the city of Southampton, concerning its appearance in Hardy's works, personal visits, and,
most importantly, in his highly regarded poem "The Convergence of the Twain," completed nine days after the Titanic
disaster. I plan to discuss in detail the occasional nature of its subject, along with its publication history and significant information about Hardy's two acquaintances who perished therein. The year 1914 has particular significance in memorializing the
seafarers who died on Titanic. In that year the tower and spire of the Church of St. Mary in Southampton (dating from the
seventh century) were rebuilt and opened to incorporate eight bells, which resounded through the town. In that year, they
inspired a visiting composer and lyricist to write “The Bells of St. Mary’s,” a song later made immensely popular by Bing
Crosby. Most importantly, the song reminds one of the city's connections with those who worked and served on Titanic, as
memorialized by tablets displayed in the church. I am presently attempting to contact a local Southampton specialist familiar
with these items. I do not know at present whether Hardy visited the church, but I shall shortly commence investigating
this. My plans also include on-site visits to significant locales and relevant artefacts. When possible, appropriate audio-visual
material shall accompany the presentation.
I intend my paper to contribute to the ongoing “discourse of disaster,” including the unexpected and wide-ranging nature of
the central catastrophe about which Hardy wrote so eloquently. Parallels include the junior school at Aberfan, South Wales in
1966, destroyed by a huge avalanche of slag from the mountain above, killing 116 children and 28 adults. Of greater
consequence was the eruption of the Indonesian volcano at Krakatoa in 1883 which killed over 36,000 people. The explosion
was said to be the loudest in modern history and heard up to 3000 miles away.
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The Twenty-First International Thomas Hardy Conference
Saturday 26th July - Sunday 2nd August
Conference Call for Papers
Academic Director: Dr Jane Thomas, University of Hull
Panel 1: Monday 28th July, 2.00-4.00 (4 speakers) ‘Thomas Hardy and the Body’
1. Hugh Epstein (London) ‘Losing Tess: Energy Physics and Tess of the d’Urbervilles’.
The ‘margin’ in Tess is Hardy’s word for that uncertain tract in which ‘the plight of being alive’ becomes most palpable, a place
of the greatest enrichment and the greatest erosion of the individual self. This is a paper that explores a reading of Tess which
emerges from placing its ‘marginal minute(s) of the dark’ alongside the energy physics of Hardy’s contemporary, Ernst Mach
(1838-1916), who shared with Hardy the empiricist position that knowledge arises from sensory experience. Taking Mach’s
assertion that ‘The physiology of the senses demonstrates that spaces and times may just as appropriately be called
sensations as colours and sounds’, the paper discusses closely a number of instances in the novel in which time and place
take on sensational qualities that dissolve the self-protecting outline between Tess and her circumambient world. Between the
tipsy Trantridge crowd going home after the dance, who
‘followed the road with a sensation that they were soaring along in a supporting medium … themselves and
surrounding nature forming an organism of which all the parts harmoniously and joyously interpenetrated each
other and the more austere generalising commentary that ‘a field-woman is a portion of the field; she has somehow lost her own margin, imbibed the essence of her surrounding, and assimilated herself with it’,
lies the history of Tess herself, a ‘finer’ tissue, a ‘sheaf of susceptibilities’. Rather than either a social or a psychological novel,
Tess is seen in this paper as a progression of scenic moments involving the heroine, and leaving her out of the reach of the
ever-desiring narrator by virtue of the extension and permeation of her senses into and by the ambient physics of time and
place. She never belongs to us, affording an impersonal and painful grandeur to the novel which resists the possessiveness
of an author somewhat in love with his own fictional creation.
2. Karin Koehler (University of St Andrews) ‘”Never so nice in your real presence as you are in your letters”: Letters,
Bodies, and Desire in Thomas Hardy’s Fiction’.
It is a convention of amorous epistolary discourse to make the ‘materiality of the letter […] stand for the correspondent’s
body’ (Milne, 2003). This convention testifies, above all, to the imagined power of the letter to overcome distance and restore
intimacy between separated correspondents, and it rests on the underlying assumption that the physical encounter is
superior, that letters are at best a substitute for the presence of an absent loved one. Hardy’s novels are saturated with
countless letters and notes, many of which are exchanged between lovers, but these written documents problematize and
subvert traditional notions about epistolary romance, and specifically about the relation between fictional letters and bodies.
My paper will focus on two texts, A Pair of Blue Eyes (1873) and Jude the Obscure (1895), to examine how Victorian
conceptions of and discourses about the body influenced the fictional use of letters. Characters in both texts communicate by
letter not to articulate their yearning for physical intimacy, but to sublimate – or even repress – the body with its unruly desires.
Henry Knight, and especially Sue Bridehead, deliberately seek the disembodiment of epistolarity, drawing on letters to create
rather than to overcome distance. I will argue that rather than serving as a substitute or proxy for the correspondent’s body, in
Hardy’s novels letters frequently become a site of physical self-denial, in which the (female) body is conceptualised
predominantly in terms of its defectiveness, its susceptibility to sin, disease and death, as well as the limitations it inflicts upon
spiritual and intellectual aspirations.
3. Emma Burris-Janssen (University of Connecticut, Storrs) ‘ “A Little More than Persuading”: Tess
Durbeyfield’s Disenfranchised Trauma’.
In her groundbreaking study of traumatic experience, Trauma and Recovery, clinician Judith Herman observes that “late
nineteenth-century studies of hysteria foundered on the question of sexual trauma” because sexual and domestic violence
were not yet recognized as routine and traumatizing aspects of female experience. It was not until the women’s rights movement of the 1970s that it was acknowledged that “the most common post-traumatic disorders are those not of men in war but
of women in civilian life.” While the exact nature of female trauma was largely unnarrated and unnarratable during the
nineteenth century, literary constructions of female characters’ post-traumatic stress disorders speak, in a highly coded way,
to the presence and prevalence of trauma in women’s everyday llives.
This paper situates Thomas Hardy’s 1891 novel of sexual violence and its aftermath, Tess of the D’Urbervilles,
within this discourse on female trauma by analyzing the work through a trauma studies lens – a critical lens that has yet to be
applied to the novel. By emphasizing the traumatic nature of Tess’s sexual experience, I hope to uncover the ways in which
the novel both reveals and critiques the disenfranchised nature of nineteenth-century female trauma.
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While many scholars have grappled with Tess’s narrative disenfranchisement, none has explicitly read Tess as a traumatized
character whose gender, class, and historical situation prevent her from narrating her trauma to a sympathetic and supportive
community. And, it is ultimately Tess’s inability to recuperate her sense of self through the act of testimony, I argue, that
leads her to communicate her traumatic experience by violently inscribing it – through the act of stabbing, which closely
mirrors the original rape trauma - onto the body of her rapist, Alec d’Urberville.
4. Dr Vybarr Cregan-Reid (University of Kent) ‘The Hardy Runner: Thinking Landscape with the Body’’.
What can Victorian literature tell us about the modern body? Rather than addressing instances of sport manifest in literature,
this paper will look at the ways that literature can articulate and reinterpret the experiences of the moving body. In the Prison
Notebooks, Gramsci highlighted his own 'anxious' moment of modernity: ‘the crisis consists in the fact that the old is dying
and the new cannot be born; in this interregnum a great variety of morbid symptoms appears.’ Gramsci’s 'crisis’ is not merely
a twentieth-century phenomenon, but was explored by figures like Paine, Carlyle, Gaskell, Dickens, and Eliot; but there is no
other nineteenth-century writer so engaged with the phenomenology of the body, and its disconnection from the world, than
Thomas Hardy. In his fiction and poetry, the crisis that Hardy sees (before figures such as Husserl and Heidegger) consists
of a kind of disembodied living that modernity necessitates. For me, running is a means of reclaiming knowledges and experiences too willingly surrendered in the 'anaesthetic' of an online life (where I have outsourced my memory to my phone, my
diet to Ocado, and my friends to Facebook). Running is an intensely aesthetic, corporeal, and psychological experience that
fully engages the senses. It forces us to ask questions like: what can I know through this movement? What does it know of
me? What can I know of the world that I can only know by moving through it in this way? All themes explored in different ways
by Hardy, who suggests that ways of knowing the world diminish through increasing mechanisation and social/geographical
mobility. The Hardy runner knows instead that thinking is done with the body. From his novels of the 1860s, through to his
poetry of the 1920s, Hardy's work chimes a pedal-note for embodied living.

*Panel 2: Tuesday 29th July, 11.00 -1.00 (4 speakers) : Hardy and War.
1. Dr Oindrila Ghosh (Naba Ballygunge Mahavidyala College, Kolkata), ‘…quaint and curious war is’:
Thomas Hardy’s Influence on the Poets of the First World War.
The First World War or the Great War as it was, and was dubbed thus, shook the world in a frenzy never known before. In this
battle encompassing the powerful nations and involving everyone in a kind of chain-reaction, Hardy, who was then a grand
old man of seventy-four years, responded in his own characteristic way. Hardy's philosophical sense of pessimistic gloom had
a deep impact on the so called ‘trench poetry’ of the First World War. Though the mark of his legacy on the war's poetry would
appear to be pervasive, the works of poets like Siegfried Sassoon and Wilfred Owen display a particularly profound level of
influence. The satirical irony of Hardy's philosophical outlook verged on the prophetic in its evocation of the mood that the war
poets would adopt – a ready-made vision, an action, and a tone suitable for rendering an immense and unprecedented ‘Satire
of Circumstance’, as it were. In short, the war poets, starved for a model sufficient for rendering into art their own sense of
moral disillusionment, would find in Hardy's example an appropriate means for doing so. This paper would like to study
Hardy’s war poems, especially contained in the Poems of Past and Present and Satires of Circumstance, published on the
eve of the war and Moments of Vision. It would also seek to examine his attitude to war in general and his influence on First
World War poetry.
2. Dr Rebecca W. Boylan (Georgetown University): ‘Reality Rent Asunder: Apparitions of Resistance in Thomas
Hardy’s Great War Poems’.
This paper begins by eavesdropping on a haunting exchange that took place one evening in 1917 between a Dorset writer
and an angry spectral moon. In “I Looked Up from My Writing”, a wartime moon shot her chastising gaze into Hardy’s
consciousness/conscience. John Paul Riquelme identifies in Hardy’s language a violence that shockingly pierces its creator’s
confidence. The poet’s single assurance is that the Great War sent the strangely intrusive moon’s strokes charging into the
artist’s war-benumbed perception, raising phantoms of Time/a time gone awry. In the war’s bending if not breaking of humanity’s known sense of temporal order, the past confuses with the present, in turn contorting expectations and even the meaning
of a future. The moon’s glare reflects Hardy’s torment regarding war, for, as Dennis Taylor observes, Hardy saw the war both
as affirming the reality of human chagrin and chaos and as a tragic force that crossed reality’s line, terribly re-arranging
death’s debris into impressions beyond human understanding.
This paper’s aim is to trace within Hardy’s WWI poems the transcendence of his assurance of realism into an assurance of
the uncanny. I argue that the war’s reinforcement of reality is eventually severed by Hardy’s language and images resisting
centers that hold and convictions that uphold. Emilie Loriaux underscores my view that Hardy’s poetic war voice is ghostly – in
-between “fascination and revulsion” even as his style is “in between opposition and convention.” As Jane Thomas reminds
us, Hardy is a writer of desire, itself an incompleteness – an in-between – on one side of which lies “the impossibility of the
Real”. In his WWI poems, it might be said that Hardy recognizes the impossibility of the real he has known prior to the war.
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Central to my argument will be the analysis of Hardy’s innovative use of metre that moves away from terrestrial-bound
rhythms that correspond to clock-time, walking or talking, and instead corresponds with an aetherial, otherworldly ghost-like
mode of expression, associated with space rather than time.
5. Dr Jan Lloyd Jones (Australian National University), ‘Love and the Platonic Ideal: Romantic Love as Inspiration
and Curse in Thomas Hardy’s The Well-Beloved’.
Thomas Hardy’s final novel, The Well-Beloved: A Sketch of a Temperament (1897), presents Jocelyn Pierston, a sculptor
cursed always to be carving statues of Aphrodite which resemble the series of women he finds himself falling in love with.
Pierston is doomed to be both endlessly refashioning the same work of art and repeating the past. It is not that he is fickle; but
he is faithful to an ideal rather than to an individual. As the narrator comments: “To his Well-Beloved he had always been
faithful; but she had had many embodiments”.
This paper shows how Hardy uses both allegorical and satirical modes of writing to convey the paradoxical nature of romantic love and its similarities to artistic inspiration. Pierston, always in pursuit of an unobtainable ideal, is at once the artist and
the infatuated lover: the two roles are bound together inextricably, each allegorising and illuminating the other, creating
endless refractions of meaning. Satire is present in the novel at multiple levels, but is primarily directed at Shelleyan romantic
idealism and its tendency to reduce the beloved to a projection of the self – and then to worship that image. The paper makes
links to other satirical works by Hardy, including poems from Time’s Laughingstocks and Satires of Circumstance.
The paper ends by making connections to Ovid’s Pygmalion and other works which explicitly deconstruct the myth of
romantic love at the same time as depicting protagonists hopelessly in its grip. It suggests that this most cryptic of Hardy’s
novels offers no solution to the paradox of romantic love requiring endlessly deferred satisfaction for its continuation.
However, there are perhaps compensations hinted at in the closing chapters of the text.
Panel 8: Friday 1st August, 2.00-4.00 (5 speakers) Hardy, History and Heredity
1. Elena Rimondo (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, Italy), ‘Architecture and History in Hardy’s Novels’.
The paper focuses on the relationship between architecture and history in Hardy’s prose works.
Although Hardy never wrote a historical novel, except for The Trumpet-Major, the attitudes towards the past is an issue at the
core of his entire production.
First, I will argue that history is far from being a minor issue in Hardy’s novels and that, on the contrary, the past is a constant,
even if subterranean, theme of Hardy’s works. However, the difficulty of determining if history plays a central role in Hardy’s
novels and stories is due to the fact that the narration usually seems to be more concerned with the protagonists’ present lives
and problems, while at first glance the past seems to work merely as a touchstone for the present situation of countryside. If it
is true that in Hardy the past is referred to because it can explain the
characters’ behaviours and personalities, or because past events – the narrator seems to imply – cast a shadow on the present, it is also true that Hardy’s technique succeeds in making history a constant concern in his novels.
This is particularly evident if we take into consideration one of the shapes the past assumes in Hardy’s works, that is
to say architectures. Buildings, more than any other elements in his narratives, exemplify the ambivalent status of history in
Hardy, since the two functions of constructions in his novels are to provide a suitable background for the plot and to represent
the characters’ personalities, like Henchard’s house in The Mayor of Casterbridge or Alec
D’Urberville’s mansion in Tess of the D’Urbervilles. I will argue that architectures are much more than that. Buildings (and in
particular their preservation status) tell much about both past and present and the relationship between them. Hardy’s
technique consists then in weaving narratives set only a few decades before the time he was writing in a remote region of the
South West, but with the aim of telling something universal, not only from a geographical point of view, but also from a
historical one. Hardy claimed that in Dorset human nature is no different and, as a consequence, his native region could stand
for England, and even for Europe as a whole. There is reason to believe that this is true for history as well, and that Hardy
wrote historical novels of a particular kind, where History does not seem to feature or, when it does, it takes the shape of
buildings.
2. Prof. Yukio Kaneko (Seinan Gakuin University, Japan), ‘Home and Englishness in Hardy: Declining Country
Houses’.
If Englishness, English national identity, is defined by a nostalgic longing for home land, Hardy’s Wessex is just such a home
located in the countryside. What constitutes this rural home may be, for instance, nature, land, historic buildings, family
pedigree, folk culture, local economy, religion, education etc. But we should not forget to include in it the English country
house, the seat of power of the upper class in the countryside, which many nineteenth century English novelists never fail to
describe. Hardy is no exception. But the country houses in Hardy are not so ostentatious but modestly lie behind the
characters. Nevertheless they tell something about Englishness in Hardy; in other words, they recount the contemporary
condition of England. For Hardy, the upper class is not an ideal inheritor of England. In Desperate Remedies the Knapwater
House includes a criminal incident concerned with Miss Aldclyffe and her illegitimate son Manston, and they are not destined
to live in the house in the end. In The Woodlanders Mrs Charmond, landowner of Little Hintock House, does not like to live in
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Near the novel’s end, the narrator of Far From the Madding Crowd characterizes the affection that has developed
between Bathsheba Everdene and Gabriel Oak as the more “substantial” because their “romance” has emerged “in the
interstices of a mass of hard prosaic reality.” I will argue that the relationship between “mass” and “interstices” mirrors
Hardy’s surveillance trope in two important ways. The narrow chinks through which characters glimpse the artificially-lit
interiors of their beloveds are, quite literally, “interstices” in the masses of walls. More figuratively, though, these moments
of nocturnal illumination are the “interstices” where the habitual, repetitive nature of daylight activities represents the “hard
prosaic reality.” By examining both levels at which this metaphor operates, my paper will fill a significant gap at the intersection of technology studies and genre studies in nineteenth-century literature.

While the poet yearns for this past real, he also relinquishes it to the real of now – the inexplicable – and in so doing, he
resists the certitude of life and death as distinct experiences, places, and meanings. In “The Dead and the Living One” (1915),
Hardy refuses a clean demarcation of past and present in showing love’s betrayal. In “A New Year’s Eve” (1915-16), Time
seems to masquerade as the soldier, masked also as the Rider, the Messenger, the Young Unknown, and finally as Death,
suggesting how war’s present impedes life’s future. And finally, “And There Was A Great Calm” (1920) looks back on the war
from an almost apocryphal future viewing. These grotesque images of humanity outside of familiar Time, however, prove
disturbing catalysts of ancient enduring human emotions, showing how the war trembled and then arguably re-charged
Hardy’s voice.

2. Catherine Charlwood:, (University of Warwick) ‘Now, not Then, held reign’: Recognition Memory and
Belatedness in Hardy’s Verse.

3. Anna West (University of St Andrews), Understanding ‘Creature’: Reconstructing Identity Across
Boundaries’.

This paper focuses on the memorability of Hardy’s poetry as a characteristic trait. Well known for his retrospective glance,
I am specifically interested in recognition memory and what it means to see something again. I will outline a peculiarly
Hardyean version of anagnorisis in which there is a tension between being ‘heedless’, at the time of a given event, and
applying hindsight, when significance might be restored backwards to something. Belatedness – or arriving at understanding too late – is at the heart of Hardyean anagnorisis.
In poems like ‘In the Small Hours’ and ‘In Her Precincts’ it is the obvious visual difference within a stable physical location that so unnerves Hardyean speakers, but it is in the ‘Poems of 1912-13’ that the full import of recognition comes to the
fore. These poems are the result of a pilgrimage to old haunts – a purposeful return to a memory-saturated landscape.
Hardy confronts himself with the recognition of loss, but struggles cognitively to come to terms with it. Recognition memory
depends on the ability to distinguish past from present – to know that ‘Now, not Then, held reign’ – yet Hardy often asks
the impossible of the present moment: for full awareness of every possible significance at the moment something occurs.
As biographer Tomalin puts it, Hardy expresses ‘how easy it is to live through the best parts of life without realizing it […]
you regret it afterwards’.
I consider the frustrations of belatedness for Hardy in relation to visual perception, a topic in which he showed a keen
interest. Ever with an eye for detail, Hardyean speakers berate themselves for what they do not see in the moment. The
limits of human perception are linked to the limits of human knowledge and this paper examines recognition as posing an
epistemological problem for Hardy.

What does it mean to be a creature? What does it mean to be a fellow-creature? In ‘His Country’, a poem written shortly
before the outbreak of World War I, Thomas Hardy highlights the idea of a shared existence across humanity with a marginal
commentary, telling the reader that the speaker could not ‘discover the boundary of his native country; or where his duties to
his fellow-creatures end’ (CP, 539).
In my paper, I examine when and how Hardy chooses to employ the terms ‘creature’ or ‘fellow-creature’ in his writings. In
the Oxford English Dictionary, a creature is defined as a ‘created thing’, ‘a human being’, and ‘an animal, often as distinct from
a person’. Modifiers and context can change the connotation, at times in an antonymic manner. Creature is one of Hardy’s
favorite boundary-bending words, highlighting similarity or supposed difference. In his novels, the term frequently signals faceto-face encounters between humans and nonhuman animals, although Hardy also uses it in his prose and poetry to describe
seemingly animated inanimate objects, from the sun to the Titanic to a pair of dice.
By reconstructing cultural identity in the universally applicable term ‘creature’, Hardy creates a world of mutual understanding and empathy. To establish peace, he wrote in a letter during the war, ‘the sentiment of Foreignness—if the sense of a
contrast be really rhetorically necessary—[should] attach only to other planets and their inhabitants, if any’ (LW, 405). While
his sense of kin with the everyday people of the ‘enemy’ countries during World War I is evident here as it is in other writings,
the statement also provides a space for other terrestrial species – should the human world be willing to recognize them.

3. Prof. Neil C. Sargent (Carleton University, Ottawa), ‘The Ethics of Altruism in Thomas Hardy’s
The Woodlanders’
The contrast between what might be termed an ethics of ‘will’ and an ethics of ‘tradition’ plays an integral role in the plot
structure of many of Hardy’s Wessex novels, from the wife sale scene in The Mayor of Casterbridge, to the complex interplay between law and custom as it is worked out in the plot structure of The Woodlanders. In the latter novel, Giles Winterbourne often finds himself caught between the ethical demands of the marketplace on the one hand, and the village community of which he is part on the other; and the ethical choices he makes when confronted by these competing plural
normative systems goes far towards sealing his own fate. In contradistinction to The Mayor of Casterbridge, the implicit
tension between competing normative ordering systems in The Woodlanders can be seen in relation to the consequences
of altruism for the protagonists in the novel. While the wife sale scene in The Mayor of Casterbridge can be understood as
marking the death of altruism and the triumph of ‘will’, in The Woodlanders, these ethical standpoints are reversed, and it
is altruism which leads to the undoing of Winterbourne, and ultimately to his death. The relation between altruism as an act
of will, and tragedy as the working out of an implacable fate, provide a framework for examining the relation between law
and custom in the novel.
4. Trish Ferguson (Liverpool Hope University): ‘“Time’s Renewal”: Death and Immortality in Hardy’s “Emma
Poems”’
After his wife Emma’s death in November 1912 Thomas Hardy changed his desk calendar to 7 th March as a permanent
record of the date of their first meeting in Cornwall, figuratively stopping time, not in the present, but in the past. He then
began a pilgrimage to Cornwall on 7th March 1913 to seek Emma through poetry in an idealised past, thus escaping the
reality of time and mortality. Hardy’s series of elegiac poems that he wrote at the time of Emma’s death published in Satires of Circumstance (1914) reveal the poet engaging with radical new ideas about time, which I will examine in this essay,
focusing on Hardy’s reading of Bergson.
I will then trace the evolution of Hardy’s thinking about time through examining his later poems on Emma, in Human
Shows, Far Phantasies Songs, and Trifles (1925) as a response to his reading of Einstein in June 1922, when he made a
note later recorded in his ghost-written autobiography: ‘Relativity. That things & events always were, are, & will be (e.g.
Emma, Mother and Father are still living still in the past).’ As a result of engaging with radically new ideas about time after
Emma’s death I argue that Hardy developed a radically revised form of the elegy as a space in which he could become a
phantom time traveller so that he could return to Emma through the disembodied medium of poetry.
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4. Dr Barry Newport, ‘Visions of Nationhood: Thomas Hardy in the Great War’.
After the declaration of war in August 1914 Britain was in a state of crisis. Thomas Hardy, with other authors, was keen to do
what he could. But his links with the Establishment has done little for his reputation and at times he has been viewed as a
propagandist, out of date writer of mostly forgettable war-time verse.
In this paper I aim to explore the other side of Hardy: the private, independently minded poet and observer. I will show
that in his poetry and privately in his letters he retained the same hatred of war which he showed in The Dynasts: denunciation of oligarchies who set it in motion, its stupidity, its unimaginable cost in human suffering. Though increasingly despondent, he showed a remarkable sense of kinship with the ordinary people of Germany and other nations, and expressed a
world view of patriotism which is as relevant today as it was then.
Principal sources will be The Complete Poetic Works ( ed.Samuel Hynes ), The Dynasts, The Collected Letters and The
Life. Among specific areas of discussion will be his early show of Patriotism in Men who March Away, his distant attitude
towards the stage adaptation of The Dynasts, his choice of choruses from the latter for his Selected Poems; and an extraordinary, satirical poem A Jingle on the Times, virtually unpublished until 1976, which anticipates his enthusiastic response to the
poetry of Siegfried Sassoon. I will also explore his support for the controversial Cambridge Magazine; and for the Entente
Committee, the latter formed in order to promote peace and understanding between nations.

*Panel 3: Tuesday 29th July, 11.00- 1.30 (4/6 speakers) Hardy, Commonality and Cultural Encounters
1. Dr Hillary Tiefer, ‘The Letter Killeth in Tess of the d’Urbervilles
In Tess of the D’Urbervilles Thomas Hardy shows how necessary it is to gain a broader perspective by leaving a country with
harsh societal laws and spending time in an entirely different locale not entrenched in those values. Angel Clare can only
appreciate Tess’s true worth after he leaves England and lives in Brazil, a place that is still wild and ‘uncivilised’, in other
words, not influenced by arbitrary societal values. Religious dogma, in particular, of Hardy’s English Victorian society is the
villain of the novel, the pervasive religious code that affects the lives of rich and poor, rural and urban. ‘The letter’ that ‘killeth’
is those Judaeo-Christian laws of conduct that reject human instincts and natural inclinations. Hardy makes a point of
distinguishing between the ‘spirit’ of Christianity exemplified by the Sermon on the Mount and those stringent laws that
particularly crush women. While Tess epitomises all that is ‘pure’ in the spirit of Christianity she is condemned by the rules
and expectations of an outdated creed – ‘the letter’. Unfortunately Angel’s more humane perspective is too late for Tess, who
is killed by the letter’. The themes Hardy presents in his novel Tess of the D’Urbervilles may give us a hint to what he would
say today about communicating and interacting with other cultures: it is not only beneficial to move away from the insularity of
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a particular‘society’s cultural beliefs but the best bridge connecting people is to recognize commonality -- those natural strivings all humans share.
2. Emilie Loriaux (Artois University. France), Maria Peker, Ekaterina Novokreshchennykh (Tyumen State University,
Russia) ’She Felt Like One Who Has Sinned A Great Sin’: The Concept of Sin in Hardy Translations (French,
German, Russian).
The paper seeks to consider the notion of sin in Hardy’s novel Far from the Madding Crowd as it is expressed in the original
and in its French, German, and Russian translations. The three speakers who will be at hand for this talk are respectively
representatives of the three corresponding cultures. They will cover the history and circumstances of translating the novel in
their countries and compare the way sin is addressed in its various aspects (religious, ethical, customary, legal as well as
linguistic), stressing the differences of its interpretation.
It is argued that the translator does not simply render the vision of ‘sin’ as it goes in Hardy’s text, but re-creates this concept
according to his own knowledge, values and background formed by the culture and time he/she belongs to, thus making new
specific fiction on the border of his own and Hardyan worlds. Ultimately, this is not the English Hardy that is offered to the
reader, but, in each case, a ‘new Hardy’ – that of France, Germany, or Russia.
3. Mohammed Murshikul Alam (Associate Professor of English, (BUET) Dhaka, Bangladesh) ‘Tess and
Lal Shalu: Colonialism Revisited’.
In its journey in history England experiences pains and pleasures of colonization both by and of foreign peoples and countries. As a colonial power England occupied vast territories of the world outside, as it had been occupied by expansionist
foreign powers in earlier phases of history. This twofold experience, of being colonized and colonizing, played an important
role in shaping the mindset of the ruling elite of the British Empire. They did colonize not only the far-flung territories beyond,
but also the rural areas and people within. Internally colonized rural people within and externally colonized natives without
were in many ways similarly tyrannized by this ruling elite or their agents. In its mission of oppression colonialism was supplemented by patriarchy both within and outside Great Britain. Tess’s exploitation and possession by Alec and unfair treatment
by the society in Tess of the D’Urbervilles and Majeed’s ironhanded rule and exploitation of the simple minded economically
growing people and inhuman treatment of women of Mahabbatpur village in Lal Shalu testify to these truths. This paper aims
to study Hardy’s Tess and Waliullah’s Lal Shalu in the light of colonialism and patriarchy, and examine how Tess may be
used as a paradigm for understanding Lal Shalu which is written in the socio-historical context of Bangladesh.
4. Sreemoyee Roy Chowdhury (Durham University), ‘Sue Bridehead, Transculturality and Diverse Identity Formation’.
This paper argues that the characterization of Sue Bridehead in Jude the Obscure, a fictional representation of a white British
woman living in the late 19th century, when plucked out of her timeline and integrated into ours, still remains relatable. The
pressure on her to submit to marriage, motherhood and the dictates of ‘normal’ social and sexual behavior are forces that are
still operative, and highly topically relevant even for the women of today’s world and time, albeit more subtly, and in varying
degrees with world-wide changes in marriage laws since the novel’s publication in 1895, increasing research on female
sexuality and different cultural responses provoked/instigated by these shifts.
A literary creation does“not occur in a vacuum but in a certain time in its author’s career and in cultural/literary
history” (Kramer, 1999:164 . Similarly, the reaction and response to a literary work become symptomatic and indicative of the
individual perceptions of the readers that stem from their own lived experiences. Jude’s comment, “Our ideas were fifty years
too soon to be any good to us. Therefore, the resistance they met with brought reaction in her, and recklessness and ruin on
me!” (Jude: 318) gives readers the chance to re-evaluate these “ideas” in today’s globalized context. More than a century
after the publication of Jude in 1895, new ideas and theories surrounding the complexity of Sue’s personality and sexuality
are still surfacing.
Sue’s characterisation provides the scope to look beyond the particulars of plot and personality that link New Woman fiction
thematically, to demonstrate the influence of the biological and physical sciences at a time that witnessed the dual emergence
of a “scientific discourse of ‘sexology’ on the one hand, and feminism and the related social purity movement on the other.
“Transculturality, a feature of globalization and a re-evaluation of culture, has allowed for the zones of collective and
individual identities to merge. This creates the scope for fluid and diverse identity formation as a result of differing cultural
encounters, a product of greater mobility, better access to education and information resulting in transcultural perspectives.
This makes it possible for a character like Sue Bridehead to still have global appeal in unifying as well as differentiating reader
-response and opening up new modes of analysis.
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make one think of Lord Tennyson’s lines “All down the lonely coast of Lyonnesse”. If Hardy had had Tennyson in mind for the
word “Lyonnesse” and borrowed a French form in vogue at that time, he would also rather have written the common word
“loneliness” as to keep the alliteration of the labial /l/ and the visualization of “Ly”/ “li” one finds in “Lyonnesse”, more than a
dialect and rare word “lonesomeness”. Yet, “lonesomeness” is a creative and philological operational mode similar to Barnes’s
style. With such a term, Hardy provides his poetry with literary diction and “with [philological] magic in [one’s] eyes!” (l. 18).
Looking at both poems would also make one think of how far Hardy went through Barnes’s stylistic path – not to mention the
figurative language! – and how he succeeded at making it his own.
3. Bryony Harris (University of Oxford, Christchurch) ‘Hardy and Zola: Historic and Stylistic Affinities’
Two authors, two nations, one turbulent era. The year 1840 witnessed the birth of very different men: Thomas Hardy and
Émile Zola. Despite this shared year of birth and the similar reputations these men acquired as writers who shocked ‘decent’
fin de siècle society, there are very few connections between Hardy and Zola to be found in academia. Described as a man
who pursued “putrid literature”, Zola was deemed the “apostle of the gutter”. Hardy also received a vicious reception for his
most famous yet controversial nove ls Tess of the D’Urbervilles and Jude the Obscure, thus ending his career as a novelist.
What I seek to determine is how two distinct authors can produce such apparently different works despite inhabiting the same
zeitgeist and thus being presented with the same artistic ‘material’. Hardy and Zola’s treatment of certain topics could provide
an answer to this question of similarity. Religion and the establishment’s specific control over women in terms of marriage and
public perceptions of purity provide fruitful comparisons. Likewise, scientific and technological advancement during the lateVictorian era offered much in the way of subject for Hardy and Zola, particularly the concerns of environmental and hereditary
influences over an ever-increasing European population. The authors’ involvement in political issues determines the extent to
which we can claim they acted upon their artistic values in the real world (Zola’s association with the spectacular Dreyfus
Affair is a case in point) Finally, the Impressionist movement was highly influential in the literary depiction of beauty and tragedy. These themes will provide the basis for my historic/stylistic analysis of these novelists and I wish to show that Hardy and
Zola are more similar than it would initially appear.
4. Prof Simon Gatrell (University of Georgia), ‘Why Dress is so Unspeakably Significant in Tess of the d’Urbervilles
and Suzanne Collins’ The Hunger Games’.
It will probably seem eccentric to bring together Tess of the d’Urbervilles and The Hunger Games, and of course
there are very wide differences between the novels; anyone familiar with both (I’m considering Collins’s trilogy as one work for
the sake of this piece—which makes it a similar length to Tess, which was first published also in three volumes) will be able to
list them. But in two important respects there is enough in common between them to make a comparison of interest, and
even illuminating. The central character of each is a teenaged girl who matures rapidly, perhaps too rapidly, under the stress
of poverty, who is in complicated ways emotionally involved with two males, whose life is transformed through the enforced
exercise of a power alien to herself, and who kills the individual responsible for that transformation (well, in fact, Katniss Everdeen, the heroine of The Hunger Games, gets two for the price of one). Again I’m aware that there are also significant differences between Hardy’s and Collins’s characters; but what draws the works inescapably together is the sharp understanding
that both authors demonstrate of the significance of dress in life, and in particular in the lives of these central characters, and
it is my intention to explore how far and to what end a piece of very late Victorian realism and a piece of contemporary teenfiction may share aspects of this understanding.

Panel 7: Thursday 31st July, 2.00-4.00 (5 speakers) Hardy, Love, and Loss
1. Lindsay Gail Gibson (Columbia University), ‘Lit Interiors in The Woodlanders and Far From the Madding Crowd’.
Lighting is the unsung technological revolution of the nineteenth century. Where numerous critical studies have dealt at length
with the effects of the railroad and the telegraph upon fiction, lighting technology has failed to ignite the scholarly imagination
with anything like the same intensity. Likewise, despite the substantial attention paid to the importance of light in the novels of
Thomas Hardy by scholars of the nineteenth-century novel—among them J.B. Bullen, Ruth Bernard Yeazell, and Michael
Irwin—no significant study of Hardy has addressed lighting from a technological angle, preferring to focus instead on the
“painterly” aspects of Hardy’s fiction.
My paper proposes to remedy this oversight by examining the ways in which the lit environments of Hardy’s rural novels
juxtapose the affective priorities of the Romantic lyric and the marriage plot. Specifically, I will discuss the use of artificial
lighting in The Woodlanders and Far from the Madding Crowd, two novels which feature prominent scenes of outside observers looking into domestic spaces through illuminated windows. I argue that Hardy uses these “lit-window” scenes to articulate
powerful but fleeting lyric connections between characters whose social disparity bars them from the novelistic satisfactions of
the marriage plot..
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3. Dr Gemma Goodman (University of Warwick), ‘Off-Wessex: Hardy, Cornwall and A Pair of Blue Eyes’

Panel 4: Tuesday 29th July, 2.00 – 4.00 (5 speakers) Hardy, Texts and Textuality

It is primarily in relation to his first wife, Emma Lavinia Gifford, that Hardy is connected to Cornwall yet his often overlooked
novel A Pair of Blue Eyes, first published in 1872-3, is located almost entirely within that county. It was not until publications
that appeared after 1914 that Cornwall appears on the Wessex map as ‘Off-Wessex’ with places such as Penzephyr
(Penzance) and Trufal (Truro) identified. Previously it appeared on the map as a blank, unnamed space connected to, yet
also removed, from Wessex proper. This locating (or perhaps dis-locating) of Cornwall is the starting point for an exploration
of the representation of Cornwall in A Pair of Blue Eyes. Why is Cornwall a suitable site for this novel of secrets and what can
furthering our understanding of the construction of place within this novel lead us to understand about Cornwall’s relationship
with Wessex and the Wessex novels?

1. Andrew Hewitt, ‘The Castaways of Egdon Heath: The Return of the Native as ‘island narrative’.

4. Peter Robson, ‘Some Dorset Folk Songs in Far From the Madding Crowd’:
Hardy refers to more than thirty folk songs in his novels, with further references in his poetry, short stories and non-fictional
writings. Most of his references are fleeting, but a knowledge of the folk song genre enables the reader to appreciate the
appropriateness of many such songs to Hardy’s plotting and characterisation. They also throw light on life in rural Dorset and,
occasionally, on Hardy’s own life.
This paper will consider the songs mentioned in Far from the Madding Crowd; their sources, their use in the novel
and their links with Dorset and Hardy. The paper will be illustrated by sound recordings of those songs which have survived in
the folk tradition.

*Panel 6: Thursday 31st July, 11.00 – 1.00 (4 speakers) Hardy’s Affinities
1. Michalina Bajda-Pawlikowska (Yale University) ‘Hardy’s Affinity to Walter Pater’
Hardy's Literary Notebooks show that in 1890 he carefully read Walter Pater's Appreciations with an Essay on Style. Among
the numerous quotations from this work appears a striking passage from the essay entitled “Wordsworth:”1725 Impassioned
contemplation … is with Wordsworth the end-in-itself (Bjork, 1995). This succinct statement is fraught with meaning. The noun
"contemplation," which connotes both observation and consideration, brings together mental and visual elements. The adjective "impassioned" adds an emotional component to this composition. The term "end-in-itself," one of Pater's favourite expressions, signals the intrinsic significance of contemplation. The sentence comes from the essay's controversial final section
where Pater sets up the Wordsworthean contemplative ideal as a model of the aesthetic life. Hardy underlined the phrase
"impassioned contemplation" with diverging arrows — a sign that I interpret as showing his special enthusiasm. Indeed, I
believe that the concept of “impassioned contemplation” captures an attitude central to Hardy's art.
Throughout his oeuvre Hardy continually returns to images of a contemplative and meditative life. For example, in “Interlopers
at the Knap” Charles Darton appears “[c]ontemplative … allow[ing] his mind to be a quiet meeting-place for memories and
hopes.” Angel Clare in Tess of the D'Urbervilles is likewise described as a “palpitating, contemplative being.” In A Laodicean
we read that “there are few in whom the sight of a sunset does not beget as much meditative melancholy as contemplative
pleasure.” In A Pair of Blue Eyes the description of an evening landscape ends on the following note: “It was a time when
mere seeing is meditation, and meditation peace.” The events of The Woodlanders take place in “one of those sequestered
spots outside the gates of the world where may usually be found more meditation than action ...” . All these examples indicate
that the contemplative stance plays an important role in Hardy's thought. My conference paper will explore in detail the concept of "impassioned contemplation" in both authors' works. In particular, I will consider how this attitude involves a union of
visual, mental and emotional apprehension; how it incorporates the potentially contradictory notions of passion and detachment; and how it requires an acutely receptive sensibility. The hypersensitive observer is a character prominent in both Pater's and Hardy's writings. If "impassioned contemplation" embodies a major article of Pater's aesthetic creed, then Hardy is
much more of an Aesthete than has usually been acknowledged.
2. Emilie Loriaux (Artois University, France) ‘Thomas Hardy’s Selection of William Barnes’ Poems: Deciphering
Hardy’s Poetic Art’.
This paper sets out to examine Hardy’s poetic art in relation to his 1908 selection of Barnes’s poems. A closer look at the
selection – more specifically, for the purposes of this paper, the poem “Lwonesomeness” [SPB 98-99; WB 443-444] - reveals
that Hardy is not meticulously reprinting the exact same lines as Barnes’s original versions. He is deliberately taking liberties
towards Barnes’s work by cutting off stanzas or by changing lines, therefore radically altering certain poems. More than new
versions of Barnes’s poems, Hardy composes new works of art. Such an examination of Hardy’s creations also reveals the
singular and artistic link that he has with language - both similar and distinguishable from Barnes’s.
An additional viewpoint would be to compare Barnes’s poems with Hardy’s own poems as to better decipher their respective
aesthetic and linguistic processes at work. In this respect Barnes’s work might enlighten Hardy’s philological and poetic writing. In order to make such considerations concrete, we will match “Lwonesomeness” with “When I set Out for Lyonnesse” [CPH 312] from Satires of Circumstances, published in 1914. Hardy’s standard term “lonesomeness” (l. 4) echoes
Barnes’s dialect word “Lwonesomeness”. Hardy’s poem is a French revival form of the Rondel and might also
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In October 1878 Hardy sent a drawing of Egdon Heath to his publishers Smith, Elder, describing it as “a Sketch of the supposed scene in which ‘Return of the Native’ is laid” and suggesting they “place an engraving of it as frontispiece to the first
volume”. The inclusion of a “map of the scene of action” would highlight Hardy’s artistic achievement in observing “Unity of
place”; moreover, it would be enough of a novelty in a literary work to “increase a reader’s interest” (and therefore, by implication, stimulate sales). “I may add,” Hardy wrote, “that a critic once remarked to me that nothing could give such reality to a tale
as a map of this sort: & I myself have often felt the same thing.” (Millgate and Purdy, 1978: 61). The Sketch-map was duly
engraved and appeared a few weeks later as per Hardy’s suggestion in volume 1 of The Return of the Native. “Mr Hardy
has...been at the pains of making a map of his locality,” wrote W.E. Henley in his review of the novel, “which should be consulted attentively, as it is of considerable use.” (Cox, R.G. ed ,1995: 50).
However, the questions I propose to explore in this paper are sparked not by an examination of the detail of the Sketch
itself, but by Hardy’s comment to Smith, Elder, quoted above: “I may add that a critic once remarked to me that nothing could
give such reality to a tale as a map of this sort: & I myself have often felt the same thing.” As far as I know, no Hardy critic has
yet asked if the novelist had any specific examples in mind of other works of fiction illustrated by maps when he made (or at
least endorsed) this remark. If he did, what were they? Are they sufficiently alike to constitute a genre? Another way of putting
the same question might be: What generic expectations, if any, could have been aroused in a reader of 1878 who picked up a
novel and found it prefaced with a map? Finally, and of most potential interest, if there is a category of “tales-with-maps”, how
does The Return of the Native fit into it? What use does Hardy make of its conventions, and what impact has The Return of
the Native had on subsequent examples of the genre?
Simon Gatrell’s observation that Egdon Heath “is like an island…and its inhabitants seem as distinctly cut off from other
society as the inhabitants of an off-shore island would be” (Gatrell, 1990: xvi) takes on a particular resonance when we consider The Return of the Native as an ‘island narrative’ and its characters as castaways of one sort or the other. Eustacia’s
grandfather has settled on Egdon after a shipwreck. Eustacia sees herself as trapped and longs for rescue; disdainful of the
natives, she assumes a natural superiority over them, and cannot begin to understand a voluntary castaway from civilisation
like Clym. Her Man Friday is perhaps Johnny Nunsuch, the “little slave”. Of particular interest is Diggory Venn, whose ability to
appear and disappear at will and whose calculated interventions in the lives of the heath-dwellers recall Verne’s Captain
Nemo, the guardian of the castaways in The Mysterious Island. The prototype of the island-magician is of course Prospero,
and The Tempest offers another possible template for the romance between the two castaways Eustacia and Clym.
The novelist who seems to have responded most fully to Hardy’s use of the castaway to focus issues of sexual and economic relations is Joseph Conrad. My paper ends by quoting some possible instances of Conrad’s borrowing from Hardy, as
the younger novelist continued the evolution of the ‘island narrative’ (see Bownas, 2013).
2. JoAnna Stephens Mink (Professor Emerita, Normal, Illinois 61761 USA): ‘Humorous Deception on
the Road to Upper Longpuddle: Hardy’s A Few Crusted Characters’
When Life’s Little Ironies was published, Hardy’s prose-writing reputation was firmly established; hence, he might have felt
confident to play a bit with literary tradition while describing, sometimes humorously, sometimes tragically, people in a small
rural village. Reading A Few Crusted Characters as a whole, one is struck by the uneven length of the tales, which Hardy
rather dismissively labeled “colloquial sketches.” Yet, he adroitly organized them into a harmonious sequence connected by
the motif of deception. This paper, portion of a longer essay, will focus on the humorous tales.
The many contrasting parallels imply that Hardy had Boccaccio’s Decameron and Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales in mind
when composing and organizing Crusted Characters; however, he subverts established literary convention. Instead of geographical wanderings or a sixty-mile pilgrimage, Hardy’s folks are just going home. There are no prioresses, nobles, or knights
in this group. But there are no Hodges, either. Passengers in Burthen’s van are a microcosm of rural Wessex communities,
as are the subjects of the stories.
The stories are told sequentially, in a natural rhythm which might echo the clopping of Burthen’s cart horse as it plods along
road to Longpuddle. The first tale, “Tony Kytes, the Arch-Deceiver,” is a light-hearted romp, a visually hilarious pastiche on
the ideal of romantic love. Tony attempts to deceive each of the young women, going so far as to disguise or hide Milly and
Unity in his wagon in order to beguile Hannah. Underlying every action is the motif of deception that works in different ways
but always with comedic effect.
Whereas “Tony Kytes” ironically depicts romantic love, the portrayal of a pregnant bride in “Andrey Satchel and the Parson
and Clerk” is more realistic. Though one of the most amusing stories, “fun is achieved at the cost of suffering on the part of
one of the characters” (Carpenter 163). We are, nevertheless, entertained because the immediate situation is temporary and
hyperbolic. The story’s tension is built because Andrey is reluctant, Jane is desperate, and Toogood blatantly hypocritical.
Hardy simultaneously conveys comedy and tragedy in the physicality of the situation and, underneath the humorous surface,
makes a serious point about some clergymen: It “recalls us to the realisation that rural happenings may be seen as funny, yet
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the centre of the story is not what must have gone on in the church tower during the day and night, but the side-issue of the
parson,” explains Carpenter (164).
Brady calls “Incident in the Life of Mr. George Crookhill” a “straightforward comic exemplum.” Hardy steers clear of any real
violence, “and the irony lies entirely in the humorous turn of the plot” (149). No one is hurt unduly in this little episode, and we
might even cheer when the deserting soldier puts one over on the constabulary. Deception and disguise move the plot forward and provide its situational humor. The story is funny, indeed, although “[b]eneath the absurdity of Crookhill’s situation is
the threat of hanging for another man’s offence,” claims Brady (149). We are perhaps content that both men escape punishment.
Mr. Day, the narrator of “Netty Sargent’s Copyhold,” recalls that as a young woman Netty had “dancing eyes” and a “sly
way of screwing up her mouth when she meant to tease ye.” Courted by many of the village youths, she decides upon Jasper. The problem is that Jasper’s “mind was upon her uncle’s house” (Hardy 560). Sadly, Netty’s uncle procrastinates and
dies a matter of two hours before renewing the copyhold to secure the house--and Jasper. Netty’s despair does not hamper
her wits, however: she implements an elaborate scheme to deceive the agent into believing that her uncle’s hand is the one
signing the document. She manipulates her uncle’s body by opening his eyelids and replacing his spectacles. These macabre details do not detract from Mr. Day’s and our regard for Netty’s pluck and her innate sense of the theatrical.
In “Old Andrey’s Experience as a Musician” Old Andrey comically misrepresents himself as a fiddler in order to hide himself
in the group. This slight tale bridges two complex ones. It reinforces the physical comedy of “Andrey Satchel and the Parson
and Clerk” and prepares us for what is undoubtedly the most humorous of all: “Absent-Mindedness in a Parish Choir.” During
service on a cold, dark December afternoon, the choir is muddled from the effects of their thimblefuls of hot brandy and beer.
Instead of the Evening Hymn, suddenly aroused from their stupor, they strike up “The Tailor’s Breeches.” As in the cases of
George Crookhill and Netty Sargent, we are willing to pardon this mild trespass.
Ignored by critics other than Carpenter and Brady, A Few Crusted Characters is not merely a collection of anecdotes. Close
examination reveals that the overtly humorous tone in several stories disguises their somber message.
3. Maddy Smith (Cataloguer, Eton College Library): ‘From the Margins to Centre Stage: Thomas Hardy’s
Bibliographic Identity’.
The library that once existed at Max Gate is a vital chapter in the story of Thomas Hardy's reading, and the history of reading
itself. The library has already been used to explore some aspects of Hardy’s life and work, including his use of language,
poetry and classical influences. Using Michael Millgate’s Attempted Reconstruction of the Max Gate Library as a starting
point, this postgraduate paper focuses upon what Hardy's collection of annotated biographies (now in the Dorchester County
Museum) reveals about Hardy's bibliographic identity – his public identity as a published author. Hardy's annotations in Frank
Austin Hedgcock's Penseur et Artiste and others suggest it was a deliberate construction designed to satisfy the expectations
of his Victorian readership. It also protected his much coveted privacy. Hardy’s annotations correct the blatant assumptions
and biographical errors present in Hedgcock’s text according to the version of Hardy’s life that he wished to portray to his
readership, not according to reality. Hardy uses his carefully cultivated bibliographic identity to protect his private life. We see
this behaviour too when Hardy rejects all assumptions that his fictional characters are mirror images of himself as
“unmannerly” and “in bad taste”. Hardy constructs his public identity as a necessary barrier between his private self and his
work. He admits in one annotation that there is an unavoidable degree of “author’s bias” present in his work – an uneasy
blend of the public and private that he does his best to control. We'll never know for certain whether Hardy received these
biographies as customary presentation copies or whether he deliberately sought them out. Either way, Hardy's annotations
depict an individual preoccupied with privacy and the control of his bibliographic identity.
4. Mhairi Morrison (University of Edinburgh) ‘Singular Suicides’, “Shameful Negligence” and “Disgraceful Exhibitions”:Reading Old Newspapers with Thomas Hardy’.
In 1883 Thomas Hardy embarked on a systematic reading of old copies of his local newspaper, the Dorset County Chronicle.
This reading was detailed in a specially designated 'Facts' notebook, and covering the years 1826-30, Hardy recorded details
from a broad selection of items ranging from the sensational (shocking criminal offences, gory traffic accidents), to the prosaic
(coach timetables, descriptions of costume). A number of these notes from old newspapers were eventually given a new
lease of life, finding fictional embodiment in novels such as The Mayor of Casterbridge and Tess of the D'Urbervilles.
A number of commentators have noted the factual genesis for some of Hardy's most vivid fictional scenes and have
hinted at the creative processes at work behind his practice. Taking these ideas further, this paper will undertake an illustrated examination of Hardy's newspaper source material, and by tracing his reading, research and methods of selection (as
they develop from news item, to notebook entry, to fictional incident) will reveal the significance of Hardy's processes to the
creation of some the most moving, vivid, and even symbolic scenes in his novels. Thus through detailing Hardy's technique
of reducing news items into note form, for later imaginative fictional amplification, this paper will show that reading old newspapers with Hardy can not only offer an important sense of what details sparked his personal interest, but also provide a
fascinating insight into principles which lie behind his creation of a distinct poetics.
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5. Prof Roger Ebbatson (Lancaster University), ‘Tess’s Boots: Hardy and Van Gogh’.
This paper suggests that the representation of the boot in Hardy’s writing takes two forms, utilitarian and erotic, and that
frequently the two are ambiguously combined, as for instance in the poem ‘Satin Shoes’. In the early novel, Under the Greenwood Tree (1872), the shoemaker’s ‘reading’ of the workaday features of the gamekeeper’s boot gives way to the display of
Fancy Day’s ‘prettily shaped’ boot in a scene which elicits a fetishised erotic response from the male denizens of the
Mellstock Quire and prompts the ensuing rivalrous love-plot. By contrast the episode in Tess of the d’Urbervilles (1891) of the
heroine’s abortive visit to her parents-in-law at Emminster Vicarage is inadvertently undermined by the action of Mercy Chant
in taking possession of the discarded boots. This critical scene may productively be framed by reference to a description of
Van Gogh’s contemporary painting of a pair of ‘peasant’ boots in Martin Heidegger’s essay, ‘On the Origin of the Work of Art’,
itself the subject of a subsequent ‘reconstruction’ by Jacques Derrida. It will be argued that the deprivation of Tess’s boots
marks the moment of her final separation and exile from the communal life of the labouring poor prior to her arrest at Stonehenge. As a coda, the paper will conclude with the quasi-parodic re-fetishisation staged in The Pursuit of the Well-Beloved
(1892), in which the ageing sculptor Pearston extricates the trapped foot of the ‘third’ Avice from her boot on the sea-shore of
Portland Bill.

*Panel 5: Thursday 31st July, 11.00 – 1.00 Thomas Hardy and Wessex
1. Jonathan Memel (University of Exeter), ‘Learning and Loss: Education in Thomas Hardy’s Wessex’.
In 1927, late in his life, Hardy wrote to an American phonetician lamenting the decreasing use of Dorset dialect. He noted a
‘gradual silencing’, in which established words replaced local ones, which became ‘tabooed’. This occurred particularly, Hardy
wrote, ‘in what are called centres of education’. The loss was significant for Hardy because, like his friend, the poet and educationalist William Barnes, he believed that local language allowed users to express specific experiences of, and feelings in,
the world.
In this context my paper will consider a comment made by critic Dinah Birch in her recent book, Our Victorian Education.
For Birch, the Victorians were concerned that ‘the wrong kind of learning might destroy the right kind of feeling’. I will show
that for some Hardy characters, education is a destructive experience in which latent tendencies in speech, behaviour and
belief, tied to an upbringing in a particular place, are supressed. In Hardy’s work, the kind of learning which resonates with
pupils is that which has a basis in natural surroundings; and refers to the custom, history and ‘lore’ of a place. I will argue that
thinking about education in this way reveals broader themes in Hardy’s fiction, which have to do with the way that characters
attempt to reconcile their thoughts and feelings with a world transforming around them.
2. Dr Adrian Tate (Independent Scholar): ‘Represented, Contested, and Inverted: the Heterotopian in Thomas Hardy’s
Wessex’.
One hundred and forty years after Hardy first introduced his readers to ‘Wessex’, in Far from the Madding Crowd, it
continues to appeal, inspire, and provoke. In turn, Hardy’s (eco)critics have variously (en)framed Wessex, as bioregion,
as utopia or green imaginary, or simply as an instance of that persistent but troubling preoccupation with the pastoral. In
this paper, however, I argue that Wessex is more productively seen from the perspective of Foucault’s heterotopia, and
instead regarded as a counter-cultural site of resistance not only to modernist fragmentation or urban estrangement, but
also to its conventional translation into organicist ideal. This is in part to admit the way in which Hardy’s work reflects a
still relevant tension between ‘acquiescence and resistance’ (Dolin), between his creative vision, and the needs of his
readers, but also to reflect on the way in which Hardy’s varied and various enframings of people in place, people and
place, have been appropriated by his later critics. That multiplicity is itself an aspect of the heterotopian, as Foucault
notes: although ‘a constant of every human group’, the heterotopia juxtaposes different sites, different spaces; it is as at
once penetrable and impenetrable; it is at once ‘a space of illusion that exposes every real space’, and a space ‘as
perfect, as meticulous, as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and jumbled’. These interleaved identities are
everywhere apparent in Hardy’s complex and highly nuanced depiction of Wessex and its inhabitants, human and nonhuman; they surface not only in the canonical novels, like Far from the Madding Crowd, and those that readers have
tended to ignore, and obscure, like A Laodicean, but also in the short stories, like ‘A Tryst at an Ancient Earthwork’; they
are still more strongly apparent in the dialogic and multi-vocal verse and verse-drama that constitute the bulk of Hardy’s
publishing career (1898 – 1928). Collectively, Hardy’s engagement with the environmental totality of his ‘partly real,
partly dream-country’ – and with the ‘indispensible conditions of existence’ – offers a series of frames through which (in
heterotopian terms) all other readings ‘are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted’, green readings included.
Thus, Wessex offers a striking example of the spatial and temporal reach of great literature, a creation grounded in
historical fact, yet reaching far beyond it to influence ecocritical readings (such as my own) over a century later. It remains powerful and persuasive, but no less troubling for the surplus of meanings that it continues to generate, and with
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